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Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited and The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 

take no responsibility for the contents of this announcement, make no representation as to 

its accuracy or completeness and expressly disclaim any liability whatsoever for any loss 

howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this 

announcement.
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INSIDE INFORMATION
LITIGATION JUDGMENT INVOLVING A SUBSIDIARY

This announcement is made by Titan Invo Technology Limited (the “Company”, together 

with its subsidiaries, the “Group”) pursuant to Rules 13.09 of the Rules Governing the 

Listing of Securities (the “Listing Rules”) on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited 

(the “Stock Exchange”) and the Inside Information Provisions under Part XIVA of the 

Securities and Futures Ordinance (Chapter 571 of the laws of Hong Kong).

The Company wishes to announce that on 21 March 2024, the Company was informed that a 

judgment has been served on Titan Automotive Solutions N.V. (indirect wholly-owned Belgian 

subsidiary of the Company) (“Titan Belgium”) on behalf of the trustee in bankruptcy of Titan 

Automotive Solutions S.A.R.L (indirect wholly-owned French subsidiary of the Company) 

(“Titan France”) on 8 March 2024. According to the judgment, Titan Belgium has been 

ordered to pay the sum of approximately EUR 8.9 million (together with accrued interest plus 

certain legal and miscellaneous costs), which was found to be amounts receivable by Titan 

France from Titan Belgium under a research and development agreement between the two 

parties. If neither party lodges an appeal against the judgment by 8 April 2024, the judgment 

will become final.

The Company is seeking legal advice in relation to the judgment, the possibility of appeal 

and next steps to be taken. The Company shall continue to assess the impact of the above on 

the position of the Group, and shall use its best endeavours to safeguard the interests of the 

Company and its shareholders and stakeholders as a whole.
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CONTINUED SUSPENSION OF TRADING

At the request of the Company, trading in the Shares on the Stock Exchange has been 

suspended since 9:00 a.m. on 18 July 2022 and will remain suspended until further notice.

Further announcement(s) will be made by the Company to keep the shareholders and potential 

investors of the Company informed of any material developments in relation to the above as 

and when appropriate or as required under the Listing Rules.

Shareholders and potential investors of the Company are advised to exercise caution 

when dealing in the securities of the Company and are recommended to consult their 

own professional advisors if they are in any doubt as to their investment position.

By Order of the Board

Titan Invo Technology Limited

Hu Bo

Executive Director

Hong Kong, 25 March 2024
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